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The most important Essential Skills for the Box Person are: 
Numeracy, Oral Communication, Thinking Skills (Significant Use of Memory) 

 
The Box Person oversees the daily operation of the craps table with proficiency and attention to detail.  They are 
responsible for modelling superior customer service skills and validating the currency exchange between dealers 
and the customers. 
 

Typical Level & 
Most Complex 

How the Box Person uses Essential Skills 

 
A. READING TEXT 

1-3 The box person reads activity reports to learn about client activities. They check emails for updates on 
procedures and policies. They will consult training manuals to scan for information on standard procedures 
and practices. 

B. USE OF DOCUMENTS  
1-2 The box person will scan training guides and manuals to reference policy and procedures. They scan lists for 

information on player activities. They record information on hourly float balances, average bets, dealer 
attendance and customer activities. 

C. WRITING  
1-2 The box person records customer activities, shift activities and the quality of equipment in a daily log. They 

send emails to the pit manager, they write incident reports, large cash transaction and suspicious cash 
transaction reports. 

D. NUMERACY  
1-4 The box person verifies the exchange of currency and casino chips and regularly takes inventory. They 

monitor the ongoing bets of the customers and calculate multiple wagers for up to 16 customers.  They apply 
different formulae to different types of wagers. The box person explains pay out procedures to both dealers 
and customers. 

E. ORAL COMMUNICATION  
1-4 The box person interacts with dealers and customers to clarify rules, for information or to solve problems. 

They model a courteous and respectful workplace and respond to customers whose English is an additional 
language. They coach dealers on how to place bets and how to calculate pay out and will verify the validity of 
a payment. They resolve conflict and collaborate with the pit manager and security to resolve problems. 

F. THINKING SKILLS  
1-3 The box person monitors daily activities on the table. They resolve conflict in collaboration with the pit 

managers and security.  They verifies bets and pay outs and will analyze discrepancies to make a decision.  
They memorize different formulae to calculate pay outs and remember customer bets and betting patterns. 
They memorize policy and procedures and will look up information when an unfamiliar situation arises. 

G. WORKING WITH OTHERS 
 The box person is in constant interaction with dealers and customers; they model good customer service 

skills and provide guidance and direction to both. They are responsible for enforcing the policies and 
procedures of the organization.   

H. COMPUTER USE  
1 The box person records information in a database and inputs information on an excel spreadsheet. They 

complete reports using a word processing program. 

I. CONTINUOUS LEARNING 
1-3 The box person participates in formal training every 6 months. They read manuals, emails and letters to learn 

about changes to policies/procedures. The box person is engaged in self directed learning to develop better 
communication strategies, to build security/safety awareness and to learn more about diversity and cultures. 

J. OTHER INFORMATION 
 The box person is required to sit for long periods of time and use repetitive neck and eye movements. They 

need to be observant and have good eyesight. They need to be positive and patient and show respect for 
others in and outside of the department. 
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